Abstract ECG imaging is an emerging technology for the reconstruction of cardiac electric activity from non-invasively measured body surface potential maps. In this case report, we present the first evaluation of transmurally imaged activation times against endocardially reconstructed isochrones for a case of sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT). Computer models of the thorax and whole heart were produced from MR images. A recently published approach was applied to facilitate electrode localization in the catheter laboratory, which allows for the acquisition of body surface potential maps while performing non-contact mapping for the reconstruction of local activation times. ECG imaging was then realized using Tikhonov regularization with spatio-temporal smoothing as proposed by Huiskamp and Greensite and further with the spline-based approach by Erem et al. Activation times were computed from transmurally reconstructed transmembrane voltages. The results showed good qualitative agreement between the non-invasively and invasively reconstructed activation times. Also, low amplitudes in the imaged transmembrane voltages were found to correlate with volumes of scar and grey zone in delayed gadolinium enhancement cardiac MR. The study underlines the ability of ECG imaging to produce activation times of ventricular electric activity-and to represent effects of scar tissue in the imaged transmembrane voltages.
Abstract ECG imaging is an emerging technology for the reconstruction of cardiac electric activity from non-invasively measured body surface potential maps. In this case report, we present the first evaluation of transmurally imaged activation times against endocardially reconstructed isochrones for a case of sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT). Computer models of the thorax and whole heart were produced from MR images. A recently published approach was applied to facilitate electrode localization in the catheter laboratory, which allows for the acquisition of body surface potential maps while performing non-contact mapping for the reconstruction of local activation times. ECG imaging was then realized using Tikhonov regularization with spatio-temporal smoothing as proposed by Huiskamp and Greensite and further with the spline-based approach by Erem et al. Activation times were computed from transmurally reconstructed transmembrane voltages. The results showed good qualitative agreement between the non-invasively and invasively reconstructed activation times. Also, low amplitudes in the imaged transmembrane voltages were found to correlate with volumes of scar and grey zone in delayed gadolinium enhancement cardiac MR. The study underlines the ability of ECG imaging to produce activation times of ventricular electric activity-and to represent effects of scar tissue in the imaged transmembrane voltages.
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Introduction
ECG imaging is an evolving technology for the non-invasive reconstruction of cardiac electric activity from body surface potential maps (BSPMs), which is well introduced and reviewed in [36, Chapt. 9] as the inverse electrocardiographic problem. We present an application of this technique for the imaging of transmembrane voltages (TMVs) and related activation times in case of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT). With conventional noninvasive methods it is a clinical challenge and time-consuming procedure to localize exit points and pathways of VT [70] , which represent necessary information for therapy planning and guidance in radio-frequency ablation. While several validations of ECG imaging have been performed in animal studies (see [4, 5, 21, 22] for VT), validation in humans is challenging [41] , especially for the ventricles. Some animal studies work with the heart placed in a torso tank [4, 5] , which is a strongly simplified model of the inhomogeneous, anisotropic and largely unknown [30] conductivities of the human torso. When measuring with complete thorax models in closed-chest conditions [21, 22] , validation results can be considered very realistic in terms of performance (exit site localization errors were 5 mm in [21] , 7 mm in [22] ). The interpretation of these two works for application in humans, however, is limited due to the species-specific anatomies and the experiment set-ups, which allowed for controlled breathing and the by-passing of clinical restrictions (radiation use in model generation, ability to apply electrodes in the CT images and keep them in place during the ECG imaging study). The great scientific value of animal studies on the other hand is that validation data can be obtained from electrode socks that are placed directly on the epicardium, which requires open chest surgery [4, 5, 21, 22] .
Only a few studies exist on the localization of excitation origins or low-voltage areas in humans, where validation data have to be obtained from invasive electroanatomical mapping. In particular, epicardial electrograms have been reconstructed to identify the origins of pacings in [27, 50, 54] , endo-and epicardial electrograms were imaged simultaneously to identify origins in a comprehensive pacing study in [14] or to identify WPW pathways in [3] , ablation sites of premature ventricular contractions were localized on the endocardium in [33] , and potentials of ischaemic areas were identified on the epicardium in [37] . In the latter publication, occlusion sites of percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty served as validation reference. A further validation study has been performed that evaluates ventricular epicardial electrograms of right ventricular (RV) pacing sites and normal sinus rhythm from an open chest surgery against ECG imaging from non-simultaneous BSPM measurements [18] .
In this work, which forms part of a recently published thesis [57] , we present the imaging of activation isochrones for a transient episode of monomorphic VT, which only sustained for an interval of several beats. The non-repeating nature of the event led to two requirements: activation times as reference reconstruction had to be produced from single beats and were provided by non-contact electroanatomical mapping. Second, the BSPM recordings had to take place during the electrophysiological study, which required the use of a novel electrode localization procedure [69] .
To our knowledge, we present the first study for the imaging of VT, where transmural distributions of TMVs are reconstructed and evaluated in terms of their activation times in humans. Only two previous publications exist for ECG imaging of VT in humans [54, 63] , as well as a case study in magnetocardiography [40] . In [63] , ECG imaging results were produced for nine patients during sustained monomorphic VT, five of them with reentrant VT mechanisms as in the present work. However, results were only produced for the epicardium, while they were compared with electroanatomical maps of the endocardium (see limitations in [63] ). Also, no quantitative analysis on the localization accuracy was produced, despite the good correspondence between invasive endocardial mapping and non-invasively reconstructed activation patterns. In the second work [54] , the site of successful ablation or clinically identified exit point was used as validation reference. Results were presented for 2 cases of VT with epicardial exit sites. Localization accuracy of the exit sites was evaluated in terms of qualitative consistency. In this work, we produce quantitative features for the localization accuracy of the exit site and also for the agreement between endocardially reconstructed isochrones and noninvasively imaged activation patterns. We further produce sensitivities and specificities for an amplitude-based feature of the imaged transmembrane voltages that may be related to scars in the myocardial substrate.
Methods
Sustained monomorphic VT was induced in a patient in line with the 12 stage VT stimulation protocol by Wellens et al. [66] . This patient (KIT Patient 02) has previously been reported on in [7, Fig. 1a -g]. The study was performed for risk stratification in a clinical decision on whether to implant an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). All clinical data were collected at King's College London (KCL) and Guy's Hospital, London. The study was approved by the local ethics committees, and written informed consent was obtained from the patients. The overall study that led to this work included four other patients, three of which did not provide data of simultaneous non-contact mapping of VT and one of which was not evaluated.
A personalized computer model of the patient was produced. Then, ECG imaging was used to calculate transmembrane voltages from BSPMs, and corresponding activation times were derived. The non-invasively computed activation times were then compared with endocardially reconstructed activation times using a non-contact mapping system.
Personalized patient model
Magnetic resonance imaging was performed at Guy's Hospital, London, using a Philips Achieva 1.5T MRI scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). Thorax scans were acquired with a SENSE breath-hold ultra-fast gradient echo sequence during expiration. MRI acquisitions of the whole heart were taken, including the atria. To this end, an ECG-gated SSFP sequence was used that was triggered by a navigator to add respiratory gating. The thorax MRI was segmented into distinct tissue classes for skeletal muscle, lungs, liver, kidneys, stomach, spleen and aorta. In the heart model, the left and right ventricle and the left and right atrium were considered, including specific classes for the pulmonary trunk and aorta, and the corresponding lumina were annotated as venous and arterial blood pools. Segmentation of the thorax was performed manually by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) with the PHILIPS CHD segmentation package by Philips Research Hamburg, Germany. The software is a tool for quick, three-dimensional and adaptive generation of segmentations and uses a level set method [31] . The segmentation of the whole heart scan was produced automatically by KCL with the PHI-LIPS SSFP cardiac segmentation plug-in [13] . Ventricular scar tissue was segmented by KCL from cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) images that were taken after contrast injection (delayed-enhancement). Scar core zone was segmented using the full-width-half-maximum method and scar grey zone (an admixture of scar tissue and healthy myocardium) was segmented with a cut-off signal intensity below that of the core and above 2 standard deviations of the remote healthy myocardium [7, 53] . From the segmented images of the heart and thorax, personalized tetrahedral meshes were generated using the computational geometry algorithms library (CGAL) [12] . Conductivities were assigned to the tissue classes according to [16] .
ECG imaging
BSPMs were collected with the ActiveTwo recording system by BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands, using 51 active electrodes which were placed on the anterior and posterior part of the patient thorax. The recordings were pre-processed using a wavelet-based approach to remove baseline-wander and high-frequency noise as in [32] , and a notch filter was used to remove 50-Hz noise.
To perform ECG imaging, TMVs were used as a source model [24, 34, 42, 46, 56, 62] and the related BSPMs for TMV sources in a volumetric finite element grid of the ventricles were computed under quasistatic assumptions using the bidomain model [17] . Calculations on the personalized patient geometry as in [45] yield a linear formulation of the forward problem that relates the TMVs in the heart x 2 R n (n ¼ 2346) to the potentials at m BPSM electrodes b 2 R m (m ¼ 51), where A 2 R mÂn is the lead field matrix:
The problem was solved for a time sequence
. . .; b s ½ using two methods: the spatio-temporal approach by Huiskamp and Greensite [20] and the spline-based approach by Erem et al. [14] . First, for the approach by Huiskamp and Greensite, the spatio-temporal problem was formulated as
, AðXVÞ ¼ BV ð3Þ
where USV T is the singular value decomposition of B. For the first p components in V AðXṼÞ ¼ BṼ;Ṽ 2 R sÂp ð4Þ the inverse problem of ECG can be solved efficiently for ðXṼ i Þ; i 2 1; . . .; p; using the Tikhonov method (L Laplace operator),
and the resulting solution can be transformed back into the temporal domain
While an identification of the regularization parameter k with the L-curve method [23] resulted in an L-curve corner at 10 À4 for the Greensite method, significantly better results were obtained with k ¼ 10 À3 , which was chosen for the final evaluation. Truncation parameter p was set to 10 in line with the finding in [25] , which suggests that the number of independent singular vectors in a BSPM is of the order of 10. Robustness against parameter variations in k and p was then thoroughly evaluated for the present case in Fig. 3 to demonstrate the effect of this choice.
Spatio-temporal regularization with the method by Huiskamp and Greensite is well suited for stable reconstruction across the time points of a VT cycle, compared to methods that identify focal activity or that operate on single time points [46, 49, 50] . Further, it is better suited for cases with large scars compared to spatio-temporal methods that make rigorous assumptions on action potential shapes and tissue excitability, such as rule-based approaches [47] or the critical times method [26] . On the other hand, methods which require that TMV courses are non-decreasing in time [11, 39] impose spatio-temporal constraints that leave room for behaviour associated with scar tissue, but they must make the assumption that electric sources from repolarization are negligible during VT cycles. Despite its advantages over these methods, the approach by Huiskamp and Greensite may be criticized for its underlying assumption that the temporal and the spatial behaviour of the reconstructed signals are decoupled [14] , which is clearly not the case for cardiac excitation wavefronts.
Therefore, Erem et al. [14] proposed a spline-based approach that only makes the assumption that the temporal and the spatial behaviour are decoupled locally in time. The method approximates the BSPM time sequence B with a spline curve that is smooth in the high-dimensional space of its electrode potentials and parameterized by a predetermined number of knot points at irregular temporal intervals. Next, it solves the inverse problem at the knot points for TMVs with a Tikhonov-based solver that is parameterized using the L-curve method [23] . Finally, it reconstructs the TMV time sequence X based on the temporal dynamics of the BSPM approximation. In this work, we use an implementation of the method as provided with the toolkit for inverse problems in electrocardiography of the SCIRun problem-solving environment [6, 10, 58] . In the work of Erem et al. [14] the number of knots was consistently set to 12, and results were found to be robust to the choice of this parameter. The evaluated VT beat has a number of 272 time samples, which is on the order of 300 as in the PVC beats of [14] . We therefore deduced that we could use the same number of knots, and we further evaluated results for 14 and 16 knots (see Fig. 3 ) to account for the potentially more complex temporal dynamics of the VT beat.
For both methods, results were scaled to range from -85 to 15 mV in each time step to be better suited for interpretation and post-processing. Without the measure, TMV time courses in the inverse solutions differed only slightly or even marginally (Greensite method) between different nodes. An example of a reconstructed time course after scaling is shown for a single heart node of the RVOT in Fig. 1 for both of the methods.
For validation, reconstructed TMVs can only be indirectly evaluated in terms of assigned activation times (ATs), or alternatively in terms of their computed electrograms (optical mapping with voltage-sensitive fluorescence dye is not available in humans in vivo, see [44, 65] for a study in ex-vivo porcine hearts). After solving the inverse problem for the VT beat in Fig. 2a , activation times were obtained from the reconstructed TMVs of the evaluated beat.
To assign an activation time to each heart node in the non-invasive reconstruction, we identified the first time when its reconstructed TMV time course crosses 80 % of its amplitude, see arrows in the illustration of Fig. 1 . The amplitudes are shown here as dashed lines, illustrating that for each node, the amplitude was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum TMV in the time course. All activation times were produced with respect to the time of the presumed VT wave exit at 0 ms (see solid line in Fig. 2a) , which was assumed to correspond to the reference in the activation isochrones of the non-contact mapping reconstruction.
Further, as a feature for detection of scar or grey zone tissue, nodes with low amplitudes were identified. For classification of low-amplitude areas as scar tissue an upper amplitude threshold was set. Results were then validated against the CMR-derived scar core and grey zone. To avoid an empirical parameterization and acknowledging that the reference scar and grey zone segmentations were originally threshold dependent as well, we decided to couple the upper amplitude threshold directly to the given segmentations: the amplitude threshold (64 mV for the Greensite method, 60 mV for the spline-based method) was chosen such that the low-amplitude areas had the same coverage of the left ventricle as the scar and grey zone areas from CMR. The coverage was calculated in terms of nodes in the heart geometry, i.e. nodes that had been classified as having low-amplitude action potentials or that had been assigned scar or grey zone tissue, respectively.
Non-contact mapping
For validation of ECG imaging, catheter measurements in direct contact with the myocardial wall have been the standard since electroanatomical mapping became available [41] . This works well with single-point catheter measurements from multiple beats, given that the cardiac event can be measured repeatedly at different positions. In that case the single-point measurements can be merged into well-covered local activation time maps [61] .
In the present study, however, the measured monomorphic VT sustained only for a short period of time before it terminated. To record activation isochrones of the arrhythmic activity at once, non-contact mapping with a multi-electrode array (MEA) was used [15, 43] . From the MEA measurements activation maps were computed with the EnSite Ò system [19, 55, 67] of St. Jude Medical, Inc., Fig. 1 The first time when a reconstructed TMV time course crosses 80 % of its amplitude (arrows) was defined as activation time (AT). The amplitude itself (dashed lines) was used as a feature to detect scar or grey zone tissue. In this example of a single heart node in the RVOT, the TMV time courses were reconstructed with the Greensite method ðk ¼ 10 À3 ; p ¼ 10Þ and the spline-based method (14 knots). The TMVs were scaled in each time step to range from -85 to 15 mV, i.e. the range was enforced across the ventricles for a simplified shell of the endocardium. The MEA was positioned in the left ventricular (LV) cavity, and the resulting endocardial shell was registered with the CMRbased model of the heart using anatomical landmarks [69] . To this end, the roving catheter was moved to five locations within the LV and its coordinates were recorded in the EnSite Ò and X-ray coordinate systems. This allowed for a rigid transformation to be computed between theses coordinate systems. The MR data and therefore the CMR-based model were registered to the X-ray coordinate system using the XMR method described in [52] .
To obtain the endocardial shell the EnSite Ò system estimates the LV geometry with a contoured-geometry approach from locator signals that are emitted by a catheter, which is moved to trace the endocardial surface of the LV [28] . Then, the system localizes the MEA catheter, which is also emitting locator signals. The accuracy of this localization was assessed in [28] and found to be highly accurate. A boundary element method model of the LV is then used to reconstruct virtual electrograms on the endocardial shell by solving the ill-posed inverse problem of ECG for the endocardium. The EnSite Ò system then computes activation times from these virtual electrograms for the endocardial shell, which were used as an evaluation reference for the non-invasive mapping in this study. To this end, electroanatomical mapping was performed simultaneously with the recording of the BSPM. This required the use of BSPM electrode localization in the cath lab. BSPM electrodes were therefore localized using a biplane X-ray-based localization system with 0:33 AE 0:20 mm accuracy [69] and rigidly co-registered with the thorax MRI using multi-modality markers.
Results
ECG imaging was performed to reconstruct TMVs in the myocardial volume of the ventricles by processing the BSPM signals of the annotated beat of the sustained monomorphic VT in Fig. 2a . Results for the beat, which starts at the blue solid line and ends at the dashed line, are shown in Fig. 2c for the Greensite method with k ¼ 10 À3 ; p ¼ 10 and for the spline-based method (14 knots) in Fig. 2d . The sequences clearly show a wavefront of TMVs in the depolarized range (red) that rotates from the anterolateral side of the left ventricle (LV) over its anterior side towards the right ventricle (RV) and then over the posterior side back towards the anterolateral wall of the LV. This is reflected in the activation times obtained from the inverse solutions, which are displayed in Fig. 2b for the RV and LV and range from 0 to 231 ms for the Greensite method and from 0 to 227 ms for the spline-based method (parameters were again k ¼ 10 À3 ; p ¼ 10 and 14 knots, respectively). The shell of the LV endocardial surface to the left shows the isochrones obtained from invasive mapping with the MEA system, which range up to only 123 ms. The shell is registered with the CMR-based model of the ECG imaging solution to reveal the qualitative agreement between the activation patterns.
The qualitative agreement was quantitatively analysed for the endocardial surface: each node in the EnSite Ò shell was assigned its closest node in the FEM mesh for the noninvasive calculations. Activation times of these nodes were then compared: Table 1 shows the correlation coefficient and the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the activation times at the closest nodes as well as the distance between the excitation origins (mean position of those 25 % of the nodes in a map that have the earliest activation times). Figure 3 demonstrates that for the Greensite method, the correlation coefficient of 66 % as well as the distance between the excitation origins of 5.4 mm were strongly affected by the choice of the spatial regularization parameter k, yet only slightly affected by the choice of the truncation parameter p. For the spline-based method, where the spatial regularization parameter was chosen automatically, Fig. 3 reveals that correlation coefficients were in the range of the best correlation coefficients of the Greensite method. The best correlation coefficient of 63 % was obtained for 14 knots with a distance between the excitation origins of 8.5 mm. Just as for the truncation parameter of the Greensite method, results with the spline-based method were little sensitive to variations in the number of knots, with a correlation of 56 % for 12 knots and a correlation of 60.4 % for 16 knots. As the spatial regularization parameter for the spline-based method was chosen with the L-curve method, the study does not include a demonstration of its variation. Figure 3 is therefore not intended to be an assessment of the general robustness of Table 1 Correspondence between activation times of the invasive mapping and activation times from the ECG imaging solutions For the same parameterizations that were chosen in Fig. 2 (k ¼ 10 À3 ; p ¼ 10 and 14 knots, respectively), a statistical evaluation was conducted for the LV to understand the correlation between CMR-derived scar or grey zone and low amplitudes in the non-invasively imaged TMV time courses. In Fig. 4a , CMR derived scar is superimposed over the EnSite Ò activation isochrones (left) and the activation times obtained with the Greensite method (right), where the LV is shown from the same lateral view as in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 4b , the view is split in its septal and lateral halves. Myocardial volumes of the LV where the reconstructed TMV time course did not exceed the predetermined amplitude threshold (64 mV for the Greensite method, 60 mV for the spline-based method) were compared to scar volumes from CMR (top). Where these volumes coincided, low amplitudes did correctly (T: true) predict scar or grey zone in the tissue (P: positivescar or grey zone, N: negative-healthy substrate according to scar segmentation). It is revealed that low-amplitude areas in the Greensite reconstruction (middle) corresponded well with low-amplitude areas in the spline-based reconstruction (bottom). Also, the low-amplitude areas of both approaches covered most of the areas of the CMRderived scar and grey zone tissue (TP: true positive), except for the basal part of the posterior scar. This is reflected in a sensitivity (TP / P) of 56 % for the LV volume in case of the Greensite method and a sensitivity of 45 % in case of the spline-based method (see Table 2 ). While the apical part of the LV was largely classified false positive with both methods, it is apparent that in almost the entire lateral half where no low amplitudes were detected there was also little scar tissue or grey zone present (TN: true negative). This is represented in a specificity (TN / N) of 70 % for the Greensite method and 66 % for the spline-based method.
Specificities increased to 87 % for the Greensite method and to 81 % for the spline-based method when the amplitude threshold was lowered to 50 mV-or even to 96 and 92 % when the threshold was lowered to 40 mV. Even though the increased specificities naturally came at the cost of strongly reduced sensitivities (25 and 24 % for the 50 mV threshold, 8 and 6 % for the 40 mV threshold), the fact that specificities rose to such levels indicates that very low-amplitude areas indeed belong to scar or grey zone tissue. Fig. 4 Activation times (ATs) from the EnSite Ò mapping system and from the Greensite method are superimposed over CMR-derived scar (black) and grey zone (grey) volumes in (a). For the LV and for the same view, the correspondence between low-amplitude areas in the ECG imaging reconstructions and scar is shown in (b). To this end, the LV is split into its septal and its lateral half. a View of the LV with CMR-derived scar core and grey zone: activation isochrones from EnSite Ò (left) and from ECG imaging with the Greensite method (right), b septal half and lateral half of the view in (a): LV scar and grey zone (top) as detected with the Greensite method (middle) and the spline-based method (bottom)
The authors intend to publish the dataset of this work in the EDGAR database [2] of the Consortium for Electrocardiograhpic Imaging at www.ecg-imaging.org.
Discussion
In this work, transmural distributions of TMVs were noninvasively imaged in a patient. The TMVs were evaluated in terms of their activation times against endocardially reconstructed isochrones as obtained from invasive MEA measurements. Further, TMVs were evaluated in terms of their action potential amplitudes against scar and grey zone from cardiac MR.
As in a previous work on ECG imaging of VT by Wang et al. [63] the results show good qualitative agreement between the non-invasively reconstructed and the invasively reconstructed activation time patterns (see Fig. 2c,  d) . A wavefront is rotating counterclockwise from the apico-basal perspective and performs a re-entry through the inferolaterally situated scar and grey zone tissue. Results with the Greensite method and the spline-based approach were very similar, which may be attributed to the underlying Tikhonov regularization in both methods. The exit point is close to the anterolateral extents of the grey zone (see also Fig. 1b in [7] ) where it is suggested that a channel of healthy myocardium is situated in this area. However, solutions are smoothed out with respect to the isochrones in the EnSite Ò system, and the area of early activation is clearly drawn towards the base with an error of around 1 cm (see Table 1 ). This is despite the successful co-registration, which is reflected in a good correspondence between the invasively reconstructed signals on the shell and the scar tissue in the CMR-based model in [7] . The localization error is slightly greater than the error of 5-7 mm in the previous animal studies on VT [21, 22] . However, there are no localization errors available from previous VT studies in humans [54, 63] .
While the activation patterns are very similar in their overall directions, the isochrones of the EnSite Ò system are in fact rather discrete, compared to the gradual activation times from ECG imaging. Further, they range only from 0 to 123 ms, while results with the method by Greensite and the spline-based method range up to 231 and 227 ms, respectively. This prolongation of activation in the reconstructed TMVs may be partially due to the choice of a smooth temporal and spatial basis in case of the Greensite method, which may lead to smoothed out wave fronts in the TMVs, and to the reduction of ECG data to knot points as well as spatial smoothing in the spline-based method. The prolongation and the rather discrete distribution of isochrones in the EnSite Ò reference are reflected in little linear correlation of only 66 % for the method by Greensite in Table 1 or 63 % for the spline-based method, and in a RMSE of 53 or 61 ms. The evaluation of the robustness of results revealed a great sensitivity of the method by Greensite to its spatial regularization parameter k for the present case, while results were robust against changes in the truncation parameter p. Similarly, results with the spline-based method by Erem et al. were little sensitive to variations in the parameterization of its knots number. In effect, this shows that the automatic choice of its internal spatial regularization parameter with the L-curve method did not only lead to the best results in the study when results with manual corrections in the spatial regularization are discarded, but it also suggests that its automatic choice is quite robust. For the Greensite method, however, the L-curve failed to identify the optimal regularization factor by one order of magnitude. The resulting correction of this parameter after knowing the activation times from the noncontact mapping has deliberately and explicitly imposed a bias on the reported performance figures in Table 1 for the Greensite method. It has further likely led to a positive bias on the sensitivities and specificities for detecting scar or grey zone areas with the Greensite method as reported in Table 2 . The analysis in Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of this deliberate choice, and it also shows the effect of the (rather ineffectual) choice of p ¼ 10 and 14 knots. As a single case study, the robustness evaluation of the two methods and their parameterization in this work cannot be generalized. Still, for the Greensite method the failure of the L-curve method clearly demonstrates that alternative empirical or rule-based methods [48] need to be found to identify spatial regularization parameters reliably. The strong dependence of the solution on this parameter underlines the required precision and robustness of such methods.
According to some sources in the literature, the activation isochrones of the EnSite Ò system may well be considered to be an accurate enough reference for this evaluation study of ECG imaging: as stated in [36, [28, 60] , which is well within the range where results have been evaluated in the present study (the EnSite Ò shell had a diameter of 40 mm, and the average registration error between the shell and the volumetric model of the LV was 3.3 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.2 mm).
However, the virtual electrograms which are used in the EnSite Ò system to calculate activation times were shown to only have a mean correlation of around 80 % with electrograms as measured with contact mapping [28] , and a study by Abrams et al. [1] found significant reductions in the correlation, timing and amplitude of reconstructed electrograms from non-contact mapping compared to contact mapping when measuring at more than 40 mm from the MEA catheter. In this work, Abrams et al. even arrived at the conclusion that non-contact mapping cannot define areas of scar and low voltage accurately. These limitations of the invasive mapping may have contributed to the error in our results and may be attributed to the limited accuracy of MEA catheter location, the limited accuracy of the contoured-geometry approach and the use of an inverse approach to estimate the electrograms, which will lack the true morphology of contact electrograms [28] .
Tikhonov-based solutions of the inverse problem of ECG may have unphysiological ranges and distributions, which is due to the effects of regularization, model resolution and model inaccuracies, which leads to offsets in the activation thresholds and again slight variations in the derived activation times. In this work, we scaled the reconstructed TMVs to a range of -85 to 15 mV in each time step, which was necessary to obtain reasonable correlations of the activation times. The same was true for the amplitude threshold-based detection of scar tissue. Although it introduces assumptions on the physiological and pathophysiological range in space, the scaling to -85 to 15 mV in each time step does not prevent scar tissue from having lower amplitudes in the TMV time courses. Still, the scaling may potentially lead to bias towards too large amplitudes in the solutions especially during the rather electrically silent part of the VT (between around 150 and 270 ms in the ECG): although it is valid for VT that at any time during a beat, depolarization is present as well as areas at resting membrane voltage, depolarization amplitudes may be lower when the wavefront propagates through scar tissue [35] . Excessive scaling at these time points may have caused activation peaks in the reconstructed time courses with a bias towards the end of the beat. In effect, this may have also contributed to the prolongation of activation with respect to the EnSite Ò ATs. In this work, correlation was found between low amplitudes in the imaged TMVs and volumes of scar and grey zone in the CMR. The obtained sensitivity and specificity in Table 2 are an indicator for the accuracy of the obtained inverse solutions, and they may motivate further research on methods for ECG imaging that make use of scar-related features, either as constraints in the regularization or as solution space for solvers of the inverse problem. While previous methods for the identification of scar [46, 64, 68, 71] have predominantly been designed for the reconstruction of sources of ST segment elevation, under the assumption that no sources from depolarization or repolarization exist during that time, the low-amplitude detection we present is based on depolarization effects during the entire ECG cycle. The results of the present study show the great potential of ECG imaging to overcome the problem of discriminating between scar, border zone and fibrotic tissue in CMR [29] . A discrimination between these electrophysiological substrate properties will lead to decisive advances in diagnosis [51] , model-based therapy planning [8, 9, 32, 38, 59 ] and rehabilitation of the respective patients and thus lead to reduced burden of invasive procedures on the patient and lower treatment costs.
To conclude, the study underlines the ability of ECG imaging to produce activation times of ventricular electric activity-and to represent effects of scar tissue in the imaged transmembrane voltages.
